Movin’ On Up
I

n what may stand as the radio deal of the century,
Cumulus Media completed its acquisition of
Citadel Sept. 16 to become the nation’s secondlargest radio company. Cumulus now owns or
operates more than 570 radio stations in 120 markets,
including eight of the top 10. Among them are 90
Country outlets, including both major competitors
in Dallas (KPLX & KSCS), two of the three
contemporary Country stations in Nashville (WSM-FM
& WKDF) and several more top-rated FMs including
WIVK/Knoxville, KIIM/Tucson and KATM/Modesto,
CA. The deal also included Citadel Media (now
Cumulus Media Networks), which has two fulltime
Country formats and American Country Countdown
With Kix Brooks in its portfolio.
What it means, especially for Country, is largely
predicated on the workings of Cumulus’ new
programming structure. The July 31 appointment of
McVay Media’s Mike McVay as SVP/Programming,
joining incumbent SVPP Jan Jeffries, promised a
new approach that was outlined with programmers on
a Sept. 22. company-wide conference call. Of note:
Jeffries continues to oversee Country, Top 40 and
Hot AC, with former KILT/Houston APD Greg Frey
continuing in his corporate Country programming role,
a position he took in Oct. 2010.
Of particular interest in Nashville are the
company’s music policies, which McVay detailed
for Country Aircheck in September: “There will be
markets where programmers will not have full-on
ability to play whatever they want,” he said. “That’s
going to be mostly smaller markets where they just
don’t have the resources or, frankly, are not rated or
reporters. We’re just going to push those lists out.
But in the larger markets, where I want to get the
absolutely best programmers, and where I want our
smaller [market] programmers to aspire to work,
we’re going to give those PDs the ability to decide the
songs they want to play.”
As the New Year rolls around, Cumulus is in the
process of achieving it stated goal of realizing $50
million in efficiencies within the combined companies;
some of that has occurred through layoffs. With the
radio landscape now dominated by three companies,
however, it seems safe to conclude that further megamergers in the sector are unlikely. Cumulus may
well be one of the final chapters in the story on radio
deregulation.
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The business of country music is stronger than ever ... or
is it? As of late November, country album sales were roughly
3% ahead of 2010, but in a world of singles sales, 360 deals
and increasing emphasis on touring, that metric isn’t as
reliable a barometer as it used to be. In fact, a simple gauge
of country’s health relative to prior years and the rest of the
music industry just doesn’t exist, leaving more nebulous
methods for measuring the business.
Thankfully, the radio chart does offer a compelling guide,
certainly when it comes to Country Aircheck’s top overall
airplay performer, Jason Aldean (see page 23). Beyond
his obvious success on-air, Aldean also sports the
year’s top-selling album, My Kinda Party, which
is well past double platinum and more than
700,000 units ahead of his prior two albums.
Party has spawned multiple platinum
singles and has spent an astounding
57+ consecutive weeks among the top 5
country albums.
On the road, Kenny Chesney filled a
dozen stadiums and then some (arenas,
festivals) on his Goin’ Coastal tour. In terms
of Q-factor, John Rich and Blake Shelton
carried the country banner on network
television, and the genre has arguably the
biggest music star on the planet in CMA
Entertainer of the Year Taylor Swift, who filled
some stadiums of her own on her Speak Now
B
trek. As a format, Country radio enjoyed big summer
ratings that settled down a bit, as they tend to do, in the
fall. Even so, programmers have raved about the strength
of Nashville’s 2011 music, which is a nice affirmation in the
absence of more concrete enumerations.

While Cumulus’s acquisition of Citadel moved it into position
as the No. 2 radio broadcaster, No. 1 Clear Channel made some
big moves of its own. CC elevated Bob Pittman from Chairman/
Media & Entertainment Platforms to CEO of CC Media Holdings
and Exec. Chairman of CC Outdoor Holdings, succeeding Mark
Mays. The MTV co-founder and former AOL Time Warner COO
has leveraged his stature to
enthusiastically champion
the radio medium to the
advertising community at
large, and will appear as the
CRS 2012 keynote speaker
in February. Read Country
Aircheck’s interview with
Pittman on Page 33.
One key initiative was
boosting the profile of the
company’s iHeartRadio
mobile app, which carries
Bob
programming from 750
Pittman
stations, Pandora-like
customizable playlists and
other original content. In addition to being integrated with
Facebook, the mobile app received major branding attention
when CC staged the first iHeartRadio Festival in Las Vegas
in September, presenting in one weekend many of the top
artists in music including Kenny Chesney, Rascal Flatts and
Carrie Underwood.
After making several executive appointments across
various departments during the summer, CC restructured
its executive tier into Regional Market Managers and
Program Managers. A new National Programming
Platforms Division directed by division President Tom
Poleman includeds the establishment of a Programming
Operations Center. The company’s “reduction in force”
that resulted in the departure of more than a dozen Country
programming and on-air staffers was related to this new
structure. “It’s not about cost savings,” Pittman says on
page 33 of this issue, “but about improving the quality of
the programming.”
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Assault
On Radio
Terrestrial radio is still king of the hill, but
aspirants to the throne are chipping away with
shovels. Yes, 92% of Americans tune in to traditional
radio weekly, but a deeper look inside the numbers
shows that digital alternatives are slowly gaining on
terrestrial radio’s dominance in audio entertainment.
As with all formats, Country is not immune
to this erosion. Time spent listening to Country
stations by persons 12+ fell from 41 quarter-hours
per week in Spring 2003 to 26 by Fall 2010 – a
37% decline in just seven years. Among adults 2554, Country’s TSL declined 36%.
Who’s gaining on radio? Pandora, for one.
Its typical tune-in occasion lasts 47 minutes
(compared to 10 for terrestrial radio in PPM
metros). Without any major marketing, its average
active session count jumped 50% between
December 2010 and October 2011 and its monthly
listening session totals dwarf all competitors.
Meanwhile, session counts for Clear Channel
online was up just 18.4%, with most of that gain
coming after CC’s iHeartRadio Music Festival
marketing push for the app in Sept. ‘11. Most
other major radio groups online traffic was
essentially flat or down during that same period.
A new Arbitron/Edison study of in-car
listening, which accounts for a significant amount
of all radio tune-in, indicates AM/FM usage fell
from 96% in 2003 to 84% in 2011. That shift is
chiefly owing to satellite radio’s growth from 1%
to 8% and non-radio streaming choices, up from
zero to 8%; terrestrial radio streaming has only
4%. Those saying they spent “most of their time”
with AM/FM radio dropped from 76% to 62%.
And the percentage of those who say they “love”
AM/FM radio in-car is just 28%, compared to
34% for Pandora and 54% for Sirius XM.
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With 4G wireless becoming available in-car,
interest in Spotify among 18-34s and cloudbased choices arriving from Google, Apple and
others, traditional broadcasters need to innovate
with velocity to protect their long-term strength.
But while stakeholders from Wall Street to
Madison Avenue fixate on new technologies
for radio, it should be noted that terrestrial
radio is still the 800-pound gorilla in revenues,
profits and ratio of profit to income. Its

revenues in 2010 were $17.3 billion, and were
up 2% through the first three quarters of 2011.
Top public companies including Cumulus,
Entercom, Beasley and Saga averaged 1011% net profit in 2010. By comparison,
satellite radio’s 2010 revenue was $2.8 billion,
posting a net income of 1.5% in its first year of
profitability. And in the 12-month period ending
Oct. 31, Pandora earned $241 million, but lost
tens of millions of dollars.

One gust of wind changed everything. Alina Bigjohny (23), Nathan
Byrd (51), Glenn Goodrich (49), Christina Santiago (29) and Tammy
Vandam (42) perished at the Indiana State Fair in Indianapolis Aug. 13
when the main stage’s roof, rigging, sound and lights collapsed on a crowd

The Incredible Heart

of concert goers. Five days later, Jennifer Haskall (22) passed. Meagan
Toothman (24) was taken off life support Aug. 23. Dozens were injured,
many of them severely.
All were eagerly awaiting a performance by Sugarland, whose weathercautious delay in taking the stage probably saved lives. The effects – for
families, the injured and the 12,000 in attendance – will carry for a lifetime.
Tragedy also has a way of inspiring the best in people, as manifested by the
many who rushed to the stage to help, as well as by the outpouring of support
and donations in the days and weeks that followed.
Kristian Bush and Jennifer Nettles resumed their Incredible Machine
tour in Albuquerque Aug. 18 and returned to Indianapolis Oct. 28 for
a free concert at Conseco Fieldhouse. “We are all changed by what
happened then,” Nettles said. “But we are going to try and give you the
best show that we can.” In November, the duo dedicated their CMA Vocal
Duo of the Year award to those affected.

Condensation Package

And then there were three. Citigroup’s $4.1 billion auctions of EMI to
Universal Music Group and EMI Music Publishing to a consortium led
by Sony/ATV would reduce the number of major record companies from
four, leaving UMG/EMI, Sony Music and Warner Music.
European independent label trade organization IMPALA expects
the European Commission to block the deal, but if it’s approved by
regulators, EMI’s publishing unit would be helmed by Sony/ATV
Chairman/CEO Martin Bandier; he ran it before joining Sony/ATV
in ‘07. The recorded-music deal could increase UMG’s global share of
music sold from 31% to 41% and provide further leverage with retailers,
digital services and other stakeholders. UMG currently also distributes
the Big Machine Label Group, whose overall business is reportedly
being pursued by both UMG and Sony.
In Country radio between 2009 and 2011, Capitol/Nashville has been
the No. 1 label, averaging 16.3% of all current airplay. It also now operates
EMI Nashville, good for another 2.2% in ‘11. UMG Nashville’s MCA and
Mercury together have averaged 12.9%. Along with Sony Music Nashville’s
24.2% share, UMG Nashville + Capitol and SMN collectively represented
more than half of all current Country spins and this year delivered half the
No. 1 songs to the format.
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